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Catering services Bucuresti is popular among office goers looking for an appetising menu to have a
great fill during lunch hours. The gourmet menu is a huge hit among office goers because they use
original ingredients, specially handpicked for maintaining the freshness of the dish. The food is
prepared by reliable and experienced chefs and incorporates all the vital nutrients needed for your
health and nourishment.

Their services meet the varied requirement of clients who look upon catering services at work to
meet their luncheon needs. The office menu covers a whole range of exciting and scrumptious
dishes including crispy chicken or chicken wrapped in mozzarella and tomato salad. Almost all
dishes come with French fries and the seasonâ€™s salad to make the meal complete and nutritious.

You can also order cooked food but they have to be ordered in advance. There are exciting
delicacies such as chicken pot food or pork stuffed in cabbage leaves. There are vegetarian delights
too such as eggplant moussaka and others. Those who prefer mushrooms with their chicken will be
delighted with the chicken mushroom stew or the chicken escalope with mushrooms. There are
soups too if you want a more complete meal. You can also order a dessert of rice milk or pancakes
with cherry jam to top it all.

Catering services Bucuresti also offer Kindergarten menu with or without snack. The menu changes
for every day of the week and includes healthy tasty food to cater to the demanding taste buds of
kids. Even though the menu is fixed for every day of the week, it can be customized to meet
individual preferences.

Their services for home are extremely popular and are perfect for those who often have to work late.
You can order from them for an intimate, romantic occasion, for special events or anniversaries.
You can also order from catering services Bucuresti when you expect large number of guests and
cooking poses a problem because of the numbers involved. Your guests will surely feel special and
well cared for when you order from the home menu.

Catering services Bucuresti are well known for their delightful deserts. You can deliver a complete
surprise at parties and special gatherings by ordering their special desert collection of tempting
chocolate cake, tarts fruit, all made from healthy and natural ingredients. There is an assortment of
cakes to choose from. The best thing is that they taste just like home made cakes with an added
dose of freshness.
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Looking for a Catering in Bucuresti? We offer a wide range of services a Catering Bucuresti for all
occasions & events. Here you will find Latest updations like news, horscope and many more
regarding a Romania.
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